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Hello and welcome once again to The Big Screen – I’m John McGowan. Today we’ll have a 
look at an interesting movie called The Intern and then I’ll give you my impressions of the 
current Melbourne-based exhibition celebrating the life and work of Australian-born 
Hollywood costume designer Orry-Kelly. And, finally, I will have something to say about the 
future of this program – The Big Screen. 
 
Actor Robert De Niro made his name – long ago – playing tough guys but, in today’s movie, 
The Intern, he plays a 70 year old retiree who is the epitome of a gentle-man. And, it comes as 
no surprise to us these days, that the great De Niro can fill this role as effortlessly as he wears 
the immaculate business suits that clothe his character in this movie. He’s wonderful to watch, 
and De Niro’s performance alone is enough to make this movie a satisfying experience. 
 
However, there’s much more to The Intern. Another major factor that sets The Intern apart is 
that it’s the latest movie to spring from the great talent of writer/director Nancy Meyers. 
Nancy Meyers’ movies have been a source of pleasure down the years since she cut her teeth 
in the business in 1980 with a screenwriting credit for the Goldie Hawn vehicle Private 
Benjamin.  
 
More recently, and now as writer/director, she delighted audiences with Something’s Gotta 
Give in 2003 in which Jack Nicholson and Diane Keaton romped their way through a 
screwball romance as star-crossed middle-aged lovers. In 2009, Nancy followed this triumph 
with It’s Complicated in which Meryl Streep and Alec Baldwin played a divorced couple who 
– again, in middle age – find the sparks of their old relationship rekindling. 
 
Nancy Meyers brings a heady tang of Big City sophistication to her movies. She has a sharp 
ear for nippy dialogue with a light, comedic touch. Some of her comedy sequences make you 
laugh out loud – and a good laugh is such a precious thing.   
 
Her plots are based on a keen understanding of human foibles and she has great skill in 
revealing the pathways that bring men and women together – or lead them astray. She’s 
especially talented when it comes to structuring relationships involving older people and, as an 
“older person” myself, I regard this attribute as Nancy Meyer’s greatest contribution to 
contemporary movie making. 
 
My observation of grey-haired audiences enthralled by Nancy’s movies tells me that she has 
connected very effectively with her chosen target market. Indeed, my lasting impression of 
The Intern was that this is a movie for grown-ups. The movie unfolds the story of a retired 
businessman who, now a widower, finds himself looking for ways to fill his life. He takes on a 
position as a mature-age intern in a start-up company which sells clothing via the internet. 
 
The founder of the company, played by Anne Hathaway, is a creative young woman whose 
work/life ratio is totally out of balance. Hathaway provides a great counterpoint to De Niro, 
delivering a finely modulated performance in a role that requires her to gradually shed exterior 
layers of toughness and then reveal deeper vulnerabilities. 
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As the story develops, the wise older man reverses the usual role of an intern and becomes the 
life-mentor of the single-minded energetic young woman. The Intern is another triumph for 
writer/director Nancy Meyers. It’s a thoughtful, civilised, witty, feel-good movie and I gave it 
four stars. 
 
I’ve mentioned the Orry-Kelly exhibition in a previous episode of The Big Screen but now I 
have, at last, been fortunate enough to get to see it for myself. This Melbourne-based 
exhibition celebrates the life of Australian-born, Hollywood costume designer Orry-Kelly. For 
your information, the “Orry” part of his name is spelled O – double-R – Y, and this is then 
hyphenated to the Kelly part. 
 
Born, in 1887 in New South Wales, he was christened Orry George Kelly but, when he started 
work for Warner Brothers in Hollywood in the 1930s, the studio publicists deemed that Orry-
Kelly would be a more effective professional moniker. Something certainly worked out well 
for him because, in a career spanning thirty years, he ultimately designed the costumes for just 
under three hundred movies.  
 
And he won three Oscars - which are on display in the exhibition. For fifty-five years he held 
the record for the greatest number of Oscars won by an Australian. Only in 2013 was this 
record eclipsed - by another costume designer - Baz Luhrmann’s wife Catherine Martin who 
now has four Oscars.  
 
The Melbourne exhibition is a little gem. It’s perhaps a bit light-on for actual costumes – there 
are only about a dozen on display – but it makes up for this in other ways. By means of well-
written information panels, carefully-selected photographs and clips from 19 of his movies, 
the exhibition conveys a rich picture of the life of an extraordinarily talented man whose 
creations made it possible for glamorous stars to shine. 
 
The exhibition is also a window into the complex, collaborative world that was the studio 
system during the so-called Golden Age of Hollywood. We glimpse a world populated by 
immensely powerful studio bosses who, paradoxically, could be brought to heel by even more-
powerful men – the censors who enforced the moral guidelines set down by the Government-
regulated Production Code. 
 
The exhibition is titled Orry-Kelly, Dressing Hollywood. It’s located in the Australian Centre 
for the Moving Image in Federation Square and admission is free. If you are going to be in 
Melbourne between now and January the 17th, next year, put it on your “must see” list. If you 
love the movies, I guarantee that you will find it immensely satisfying. 
 
To finish-off today, I have an announcement to make about the future of this program, The Big 
Screen. Producer, Tony Ryan and I have been providing this show to listeners of PBA FM for 
the past eleven years. However, we have now formed the view that it’s time to bring the 
program to an end - to finally draw the red velvet curtain across The Big Screen. So, next 
month will be the final program in the series. I’ll be back for one more time and, until then, 
this is John McGowan reminding you that I’ll see you in the back stalls. 
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